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Chapter 50 My Bottom Line Will Not Change For Anyone

Ten minutes later, Daniel rushed over and as soon as he stepped through the door, he started criticizing Arya, “Why are you still

here? All the advertisers are outside. Can’t you just get changed and go out and do the shoot immediately?”

“I should get changed now?” Arya kicked away the white lingerie near her feet. “So you mean I should be wearing this? Daniel,

are you even a human being?”

“Is there a problem? You have already agreed to do the lingerie ad. Are you going back on your words now?”

“I won’t do it, I am definitely not going to compromise this today. I shouldn’t be surprised, this was Caroline’s idea, wasn’t it?” She

meant that Caroline had intentionally changed the filming sequence at the last minute and changed the lingerie style. The

lingerie that was sent to the set, wasn’t what you call lingerie. It was a few rags with some rope through it.

“Don’t get Caroline involved! It won’t be professional if you don’t want to wear it. In the name of the CEO of the company, I am

demanding you to get changed immediately and get out!”

“What a joke …”

Arya shook her head. “Not going to happen in this lifetime! If you keep insisting, then I’ll go directly to the reporters and disclose

everything about you and Caroline. What you wrote in the script will not be mentioned at all.”

When Arya said that, Daniel immediately frowned, “What do you want me to do? I won’t be with you anymore, that won’t

change!”

“You don’t have to worry, I’m not interested with you anymore. I refuse to go out dressed in that, but I will speak to the reports.”

Daniel hesitated a bit then said, “Fine, I’ll have that arranged.”

Luna walked over and threw the ‘lingerie’ in the rubbish bin. “Arya, the evidence is ready to be released any time now!”

Arya nodded. She calmed herself down and walked out to the reports.

The advertiser saw Arya’s face and thought she was perfect for the advertisement. As for the lingerie being replaced, that was all

Caroline’s idea.

Seeing Arya did not wear her given lingerie but her own cloths when she stepped out, Caroline grunted.

“I knew Arya wouldn’t have been compliant. That’s fine. The show with the best part is yet to come!”

She triumphantly believed she had Arya under her control. She sipped her drink while she waited for the show to unfold.

Daniel explained the situation with the lingerie to the advertisers as Arya stood beside him. She looked at the directors in the

front row and said, “Thank you for coming. It’s nice to meet you all. My name is Arya.”

“Of course we are aware of who you are. If we didn’t know you, would we have asked you to endorse our product? The lingerie

shoot is about to begin so why don’t you go to the dressing room and get changed? Unless you wore inside and plan on stripping

off your cloths here?”

There were lusts and desire in their eyes as they spoke.

According to the updated program, Arya should be wearing her revealing lingerie in public and then after the shoot, the reporter

would be interviewing her.

They all thought they would be able to see Arya’s good figure, but who would’ve thought …

“I would like to explain to you all that I am declining this advertisement and I will never wear such an inferior product.”

“What did you say?”

After Arya scolded the directors to their faces, their expression turned very ugly.

Daniel quickly pulled Arya behind him, “I promised you to have the interview arranged first, so don’t cause any trouble for me.

We’ll talk about the advertisement later.”

Arya glanced at him as he was holding her back. She moved his hand away and knew Daniel wouldn’t agree so easily. He was

only trying to delay whatever time he had.

Arya looked behind him and saw the reporters that Daniel had arranged had already set up their cameras. Although they were

invited, their job was catch the news and have it as the latest headlines. Arya wasn’t concerned they would be helping Daniel to

cover up the situation that happened today.

She immediately raised her voice, “I did not want to accept this advertisement. Brilliant Entertainment used an unfair clause to

threaten men. I shall be held accountable to the public but I refuse to take on any advertisement for this inferior product.”

“If I won’t do this shoot today, I won’t do this shoot in future either.”

“My bottom line will not change for anyone.”
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